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Error In Calculations? 
University May Be In Financial Bind 
By JUDY SCHRACK 
Staff Writer 
The   University could be  facing  a po- 
tential financial crisis resulting from mis- 
calculations     In   enrollment    predictions 
turned   Into the  Ohio Board of Regents. 
The Ohio Board of Regents Is the body 
which   approves  state   appropriations for 
the University.    In October they approved 
a tentative $9.6 million appropriations In- 
tended for on-campus students, subject to 
expected Unlverstly enrollment projections. 
The tentative state appropriation coupled 
with student fees would give the University 
a general  and operating budget  of $18.7 
million   for  the   1967-68  academic year. 
A change In enrollment figures could alter 
the   appropriation greatly  and It Is these 
figures   which   are  causing the   financial 
problem. 
Could Be Serious 
"Since the error appeared In figures 
for upper level and graduate level students, 
the situation could be serious," a Board 
representative told the News in a telephone 
Interview last week. 
Just exactly how m lch money the error 
entailed was not released. Administrators 
contacted refused to comment or used 
va^ue terms and evasive replies when In- 
terviewed by the News. 
"It (the deficit) could be more than 
hundreds but less than a million," was 
the reply given by Hawtey M. Smith, as- 
sistant to the President for special pro- 
jects. 
Six other administrators would say only 
that the figure was uncertain and stressed 
that they were concerned but not "worried." 
Word of the financial crisis first came 
when Vice-President of the University, Dr. 
Kenneth H. McFall recently distributed 
preliminary figures showing upper-level 
and graduate level enrollment far below 
the projections on which the 1967-68 budget 
Is based. 
Lower State Support 
In a meeting of the President's Advisory 
Council Tuesday, Oct. 12, McFall said that 
the results, if the figures prove final, will 
be far lower state support than anticipated, 
and prove a possible serious budget def- 
icit. 
Not only were expected upper level en- 
rollments lower, but also upper class trans- 
fer from municipal and community insti- 
tutions In the numbers expected failed to 
materialize. 
President William T. Jerome III in a re- 
cent statement to the President's Advisory 
Council attributed Bowling Green's financial 
problems to the new formula Imposed by 
the Board of Regents for Full Time Equiv- 
alent (FTE) support. 
According to the formula, a unit of 15 
hours comprises the Board's definition of 
a full time student. Since somo students 
take more than 15 hours and some take 
less, the head count does not always equal 
the FTE count. "For example, it takes two 
graduate assistants, who usually take on 
lighter loads and teach part of the time, to 
make up one full time, graduate student unit 
of 15 hours," explained Mr. Smith. 
The miscalculation which occurred in 
prediction figures was estimated by Dr. 
McFall at one per cent and occurred In the 
upper level and graduate level. 
The seriousness of this is that the Board 
allows much more support par FTE unit 
for thess upper level students than for the 
underclassmen. According to Dr. Leedy, 
while Bowling Green receives $335 per full 
time lowor level student, It received $960 
for each upper level full time student. 
Moreover, It can receive up to $1450 for 
each full time graduate student and $4,690 
for Doctoral program students. 
Dr. Paul E. Leedy, vice president for 
Academic Affairs, had "no comment to 
make on the matter." 
Secretary to the President's Advisory 
Council, Dr. Sheldon Halpern was more con- 
cerned about any publicity the situation 
would receive than he was about the fin- 
ancial status. "The more publicity the 
University gets, the harder It will be to 
settle It with the Board of Regents. We 
know the News has been after this story 
for several days. 
You almost tracked one of us down but 
you'll find that most of the people you call 
will be In 'meetings.' We don't want the 
faculty to panic and start resigning because 
they   think they are getting salary cuts." 
What Will Happen? 
What will happen If the money does not 
come through? Bowling Green would try 
to defer some projects and activities which 
would not be detrimental to the University. 
"But we will not stop our forward 
momentum,"   assured Hawley Sm*th. 
' There Isn't a lot to cut back on,'" 
said Keith Trowbrldge. "We could cut back 
on equipment, and perhaps not paint a few 
walls this year. But 80 per cent of the 
budget Is fixed cost.    Not only do we lose 
the extra state support, but we also lose 
the   amount   of student  fees  which  were 
counted  In  and budgeted for,   which  will 
not come In." 
Solutions Offered 
Hawley Smith offered several alternatives 
If Bow ling Green doe snot receive the aninunt 
for which the budget was planned. "There 
are possibilities wnich would make up the 
difference. Funds available In one area 
might be loaned to another area." Ad- 
ministrators will try to push harder on 
the foundations fund MISSION: Expand- 
ing Horizons, which stands at $600,000 In 
contributions. "This Is a source of money 
to us. It Is coming in, :U1 we need to do 
Is push it to come a little "faster," Smith 
continued. 
The President's Advisory Council 
suggested several plans to avoid a repeat 
of the problem In coming years. First, 
departmpnts should reevaluatetheir course- 
numbering to put appropriate levels on 
courses taken by juniors and seniors. A 
University College (explained in Tuesday's 
issue) would help keepupperclassmenoutof 
lower level courses. By keeping upper- 
classmen In their respective level courses, 
more hours of upper level units would be 
accumulated for state aid. 
Graduate assistants could be made to 
enroll for heavier class loads and be given 
lighter teaching assignments. This would 
Increase graduate level hours for the high 
support offered by the state. 
"None of us really view this as serious 
now, but we must keep our eyes on It," 
said Mr. Smith. 
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Stokes By 1,000 At 2:30 
LOOKING FOR the missing 13! Dean of Men Wallace W. Taylor 
checks the totals as the results come in to the Court House 
late last night. He was defeated in the race for Councilman for 
the 4th Ward by Democrat Jackson L. Miller by just 13 votes. 
Stokes Leads 
In Cleveland's 
Mayoral Race 
CLEVELAND --2:30 a.m. In 
a come-from-behind surge, Negro 
Democratic candidate Carl B. 
Stokes overtook Seth C. Taft, a 
Republican,last night In an elect- 
Ion that will give a major Ameri- 
can city  its  first  Negro mayor. 
With only five precincts—all 
predominantly Negro—to report 
in, voters gave Stokes a 127,011 
m irgln over Taft's 126,719 votes. 
Whatever the results, It was 
obvious a recount will be re- 
quested. 
Predictions estimated 250,000 
voters woJld go to the polls, but 
many that number was passed 
easily. 
Stokes, a Negro state repre- 
sentative, was the Democratic and 
labor-endorsed candidate and a 
slight favorite over Taft, whose 
GOP was only an estimated 
34,000 of 326,000 registered vo- 
ters. 
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
came from Atlanta Monday after 
serving a four-day jail term in 
Alabama to help get out the vote 
in the Negro neighborhoods. 
Both candidates tried to sub- 
ordinate the race lssus in an in- 
tensive, debate-filled campaign 
since Stokes upset Incumbent Ma- 
yor Ralph S. Locher In the Demo- 
cratic primary Oct. 3. 
Stokes, 30, had the enJorse- 
mants of the city's two dally news 
papers, the Plain Dealer and the 
Cleveland Press. 
MAYOR'S RACES 
TOLEDO —    William    Ensign, 
a Republican, unseated incum- 
bent   Mayor  John Potter. Ensign 
ran up 54,617 votes to 43,823. En- 
sign Is  a  former  Lucas  County 
Welfare director. 
MAUMEE-- Incumbent Repub- 
lican Mayor Arthur Bufflngton of 
Miumee won relectlon dsterday 
Bowling Green 
Election Results 
Total ballots cast In Bowling 
Green's municipal election yes- 
terday were 3,404. Listed below 
Is a rundown of the unofficial 
results: 
MAYOR 
(Unopposed) 
F. Gus Sklbble (R) 2,189 
PRESIDENT OF COUNCIL 
(Unopposed) 
Russell Cross (R) 2,458 
AUDITOR 
(Unopposed) 
Lenore Klever (R) 2,583 
SOLICITOR 
(Unopposed) 
C. Richard Marsh (R). . . . 2,548 
TREASURER 
•Oscar Retterer (R) 1,868 
Harvey Donley (D) 1,261 
COUNCILM AN- AT- LARGE 
•Paul Ladd (R) 2,166 
•Thomas Carol (R) 1,988 
•Charles Barrell (D) 1,839 
James Galloway (R) 1,833 
•elected. 
1ST WARD 
•Austin Sweeney (R) 243 
David Wlllmarth (D) 145 
2ND WARD 
•David Elsass (D) 466 
Joseph Vlcek (R) 366 
3RD WARD 
(Unopposed) 
•Lloyd Shelton (R) 843 
4TH WARD 
•Jackson MUler (D) 465 
Wallace Taylor (R) 452 
•elected. 
BOWUNG GREEN SCHOOL LEVY 
•For 2,714 
Against 2.09S 
over  Norman Wagener by a vote 
of 2,249 to 2,175., 
COLUMBUS—Incumbent Demo- 
crat M.E. Sense nharenner was de- 
clared the winner with 440,145 
votes to Republican challenger 
Jerry Spears' 170,748 votes In the 
mayor's race. 
YOUNGSTOWN—In another Ne- 
gro-white mayor's race, the white 
Incumbent Anthony Flash won re- 
election. 
GARY, Ind. — As of 12:30 last 
night, with all but one precinct 
counted, Negro councilman Rich- 
ard G. Hatcher, 24-year-old at- 
torney was winning by 1589 votes 
over Republican Joseph B. Radl- 
gan,46, a furniture store execu- 
tive and also a councilman. 
As voters wen to the polls, a 
detail of National Guardsman and 
state police were poised for duty 
under a peace-keeping callup by 
Gov. Roger Branlgln. 
Gary's population Is about 55 
per cent Negro out 180,000. 
Hatcher waged his campaign 
without the backing of John Krupa, 
the Lake County Democratic chalr- 
man wno accused Hatcher of hav- 
ing the backing of "Black Power" 
and militant Negro leaders. Hat- 
cher had maintained he opposed 
advocates of vlolance. 
PHILADELPHiA—Mayor James 
Tate, a Democrat, was re-elected 
over Republican ArlenSpecter.now 
district attorney. 
BOSTON— Traditional voting 
patterns throughout the city were 
shattered here yesterday as 
Massachusetts State Secretary 
Kevin White defeated Mrs. Louise 
Day Hicks, who was considered 
a symbol of racial backlash. 
White ran far ahead In areas 
in which he was considered weak 
while Mrs. Hicks gathered consid- 
erable strength In 5ections she 
considered white strongholds. But. 
as expected, White carried toe Nf 
gro precincts, 
(fftmUttumi OmBtige f 
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Moving For Adoption 
WHEREAS, women ure cquul to men under the law thus 
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex, and 
WHEREAS,   women have  curfews and men  do  not, and 
WHEREAS, women students are equally as competent 
and mature as men students in handling their daily af- 
fairs, and 
WHEREAS, to expediate the acceptance of adult respon- 
sibility, and 
WHEREAS, to facilitate more desirous living conditions, 
and 
WHEREAS, a heavilv regulated living environment does 
not provide for a good cducutional environment, and 
WHEREAS,  to extend  the opportunity to participate  in 
educational experiences and discussions, therefore 
BE IT RESOLVED that it be recommended to the Asso- 
ciation of Women Students that there shall be no curfew 
whatsoever imposed upon women students, regardless of 
age, living in university housing. 
The Interfraternity Council adopted this proposal Mon- 
day evening; the News endorses the motion today; and 
Student Council should tomorrow. 
Home Student Teachers 
Have Their Problems 
Through discussion certain pertinent problems concerning student 
teaching AT HOME have been brought to light. Since we responded 
to the student teaching office's request to teach at home, we feel that 
we should be given equal consideration concerning university policies. 
First of all, we were told that we could probably get our first choice 
of assignment, but the majority seem to have gotten their third choice. 
Often the third choice Is one that Is Inconvenient and not desirable 
but Is written to have three choices to turn In. If not the third choice, 
we often are assigned to other school systems or across town. This 
presents a transportation problem. The university helps to pay for 
transportation when teaching In the Bowling Green area but doesn't 
help the student who goes home. 
Another problem Is the shortened Chirstrnas vacation, because we 
have to follow the vacation of the assigned school. We feel that since 
we are university students we should have the same schedule as the 
other university students. The argument against thfs Is that we would 
break up our lesson plans,  but the students teachers here do this. 
Being seniors we have certain requirements that we must fulfill for 
graduation. Seniors are the first to register here on campus, but If 
you students teach at home you are forced to register by mall which 
may mean that we will not be able to get our first choice of courses 
or classes. If we cannot take the courses we need, we may not be able 
to graduate In June. 
We felt that we would receive the same treatment as student teachers 
here when we signed to teach at homo. Now we wish that we would have 
known the consequences of student teaching at home. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Cindy Kozjan 
Maryellen Adornl 
Cheryl Robertson 
Marjory Frost 
Dennis A. Hajek 
Barb Cooper 
Joyce Rinker 
Kather Flower 
Linda Fearnow 
Judy Nunnarl 
Pat Sepelak 
l-.m.n i Drennan 
John Gerrard 
Mrs. James McKeever 
Neal Harris 
Caroly Nlose 
Harry Woodland 
Roger Knight 
Beth Norton 
Barb Doerner 
Bob Cowls 
Roberta Comer 
Jane Howell 
John Muslelewlcz 
Sue Wood 
J. Brandb 
The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular 
school yeor, except holidoy periods, and once a week during summer 
sessions, under authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling 
Green  State University. 
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns 
in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University 
Administration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions express- 
ed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G 
News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of 
members of the B-G News Editorial  Board. 
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Television's Perry Mason Episodes 
Were Never Dramatized Like This 
It's rather disturbing to think 
you have enrolled In a university, 
then to find out you're actually in 
little  more   than a kindergarten. 
At least this was the Impression 
given ma last Thursday, wnen I 
attended the Student Council open 
hearing on the campus security 
police system. 
Here was an Instance where two 
distinguished representatives of 
the administration, Mr. Spencer 
T. Caicamugglo , security chief, 
and Mr. Raymond C. Whittaker, 
dean of students, were Invited to 
answer student's questions con- 
cerning the duties and functions 
of campus security forces at BJ, 
an adult manner. 
For the most part, these gentle- 
men were met with suspicious and 
disbelieving inquiries from tens 
of would-be Perry Masons. 
Some students, I feel, Imagined 
themselves to be self-appointed 
Judge, Jury and executioner of two 
men very obviously sitting In the 
hot seats up front in room 112 of 
the Life Sciences Building. 
There was absolutely no need 
for the sarcastic laughter which 
broke out several times during the 
question and answer period after 
one of the two gentlemen replied 
to a question to the best of his 
knowledge. 
Did these mnn not Introduce 
themselves at the beginning of the 
meeting as only substitutes for 
a far larger committee of spokes- 
man to appear in an open hearing 
about a month from now? 
Many questions totally un- 
affillated with any possible refer- 
ence to the police system were 
hurled at the two "guests." 
One lgnoramous, for Instance, 
asked of Dean Whittaker, "What 
did you have to do with the removal 
from office of former President 
MacDonald in the early sixties?" 
This same individual later at- 
tacked Dean Whittaker on a per- 
sonal basis, making light of the 
dean's Master's degree. 
Student Body President Richard 
Helwlg at this point had to step 
In, or the dean would have excused 
himself from the meeting. 
I ask you, is this college-level 
maturity to harass guests? 
The whole problem at this meet- 
ing, as I saw It, was the belief 
on the student's part that these 
two men had something to hide. 
Exactly what, no one knows. 
What prompts this suspicion Is 
anyone's guess, but It has not 
been, and I don't believe can be 
quelled. 
Too many of my fellow students 
are extremists who wouldn't be 
satisfied with the truth if it bit 
them. 
The way to reason with the Ad- 
ministration is not to antagonize 
Its members every time they make 
an attempt to communicate with 
us. 
This is the second time we have 
shown disrespect for our Adm!nl- 
Basketball Fans 
Want To Attend 
All Home Games 
Due to the possibility of Bowling 
Green's basketball team having a 
group of followers who would like 
to see every home gam*, and due 
to the combined facts of 
1. a growing student body In 
excess of 10,000 persons, 
2. the inadequate seating facili- 
ties of Memorial Hall, 
3. the proposed schizoid ticket 
book (A&B) situation we feel that 
the student body could well be short 
changed this coming season. To 
prevent such a condition from a- 
rlslng In future years we urge the 
administration to consider the con- 
struction of a new arena which will 
not be obsolete within 11 years after 
its construction, as isnowthecase 
with Memorial Hall. 
Larry Leffel & 
George McCoppin   •   - 
Apt. 38 Greenvlew Apts. 
stratlon, and I for one am sick of 
it. 
I'm not advocating that any of our 
student body crusaders drop their 
crosses  and submit, (I'm begin- 
ning to sound as silly as they). 
What I am saying Is for us all to 
grow up. Let's keep our tempers 
when there's no need to display 
them. 
I honestly believe we'll get the 
kind of treament from the Admin- 
istration that we show we deserve. 
Jim Marino 
"Nonsense 1 Have A Firm Grip On The Reins" 
Praise For Ad-Men 
By MEL BROWNING 
Since my recent column on the 
"illness" of administration I have 
received much criticism and 
abuse: mostly from Administra- 
tors. Much of this, I think, stem.-; 
from a misunderstanding of the 
spirit of my comments. 
Many people take my comments 
as personal attacks. I would like 
to rectify this misunderstanding. 
In my relations with most peo- 
ple In the power tower, I have 
found nothing but pleasantness and 
courtesy. This Is especially true 
of both the Dean of Students and 
the Dean of Men. Surprisingly 
enough even Myrtle Oren (front 
running candidate for the campus' 
Simon Legree award) has on all 
occasions treated me with res- 
pect and courtesy. 
I think the key word here Is 
respect. The people I have men- 
tioned above have treated me with 
respect. This simple little cour- 
tesy is, in my opinion, the key 
to the entire Student Rights move- 
ment. Students do not want to 
be treated as students, they want 
to be  treated as human beings. 
The problem is that the lower 
level administrators are so un- 
sure of their status that they 
must Inflate their egos to such an 
extent that their only attitude can 
be condescension. 
The major problem Is that the 
only people to whom they can be 
condescending is the stuient. He 
is the only person that the low 
ranking administrator is sure Is 
below him. 
All the student wants Is to be 
mdt on equal grounds, to be treat- 
ed as a person not an Item In- 
terestingly enough, the low rank- 
ing administrator will treat a truck 
driver with an eighth grade edu- 
cation as an equal, whereas; when 
dealing with students, he must 
demonstrate his superiority (real 
or apparent). The difference in 
attitudes Is probably due to the 
fact that the administrator knows 
that If he were condescending to 
the truck driver that he would 
probably get a clout In the mouth. 
What can the student do but stand 
there and take It? 
Let me point out that this col- 
umn is not Just another attack on 
the administration. It Is, I feel, 
constructive enough to be taken 
note of by those people who have 
the ability to regula'.e the lower 
ranking ad-men who have been the 
cause of much of the distrust and 
friction between students and ad- 
ministration. 
I must add to this the qualifi- 
cation that this Is not the only 
gripe I have with the power tower. 
There is much usurpation by the 
administration of what I feel be- 
longs in the hands of the students. 
The point is that while many peo- 
ple on all sides of this madhouse 
we call a University have been 
screaming about communication, 
no one, or practically no one, has 
done anything. 
Let's try this. Let's try treat- 
ing everyone as human beings for 
a while. Let's do It at all levels 
from the president down to the guy 
who sweeps the halls. Give us a 
chance. If it doesn't work we'll 
try something else, but for god's 
sake let's start somewhere. 
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CAPE KENNEDY 
The biggest thing ever built to fly was given Its final check here 
yesterday, prior to a Thursday launch date. An Apollo spacecraft, 
boosted by the Saturn 5, triple thrust moon rocket will be aimed at 
an eight and a half hour flight, one Earth revolution, than descent. 
The rocket will re-enter the Earth's atmosphere at about 25,000 
m.p.h., the samo speed at which the first manned American flight to 
the moon would return. 
• * * 
TEXAS 
John Nance Garner, formor Vice-President of the United States, 
died In Uvadale city here yesterday at the age of 98. Nicknamed 
"Cactus Jack," Mr. Garner was the V.P. to President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt from 1932 until 1940. Garner refused to support FDR 
for a third term, and at this point left politics. Mr. Garner recently 
said, "People are always coming by to see me. They want to see what 
a former vice president looks like, expecting I don't know what. And 
It's me'   Just a little old democrat." 
NEW YORK 
If ever the word "urgent" could be overused, Egypt Is overusing It. 
Another "urgent" meeting of the United Nation's Security Council 
was summoned Tuesday to discuss plans for a Middle East settlement. 
Israeli forces still occupy as much of Egypt as the Egyptians do, and 
Egypt continues Its harassme-v. of Israel Tlw 15-na'loa Security 
Council met hurriedly enough, but not to discuss the Middle East 
to discuss when they should meet officially. Thursday has been set 
as the tentative date for this hearing. 
• * * 
WASHINGTON 
Ex-cons are being blamed by a Tennessee attorney for Instigating 
the Nashville, Tenn., riots of April 8 to 10. This lawyer, represent- 
ing Nashville Mayor Beverly Brlley, released these allegations during 
a Senate Investigations subcommittee hearing yesterday. For no 
supported reason, these convicts are reported to have organized 
a large trouble-seeking crowd In front of a city bar, and Incited riots 
leading to millions of dollars In local destruction. 
Campus Calendar 
i 
Meeting today, 7p.m., PlnkDog- 
wood Suite. Mr. Robert Howlett, 
chalrm m of Michigan's Labor 
Mediation Service, will be the 
speaker. 
Sociology Club 
Correction! Meeting will be held 
at 4 p.m., not 8 p.m. as printed 
earlier. Mr. Robert C. Coleman 
from ttie Toledo Metropolitan Mis- 
sion will discuss last summer's 
riots, 315 University Hall. Every- 
one is welcome. 
UAO 
Cine Cum Laude performance 
of "Sleeping Beauty" will be shown 
in the Main Auditorium Friday 
and Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m. 
and Sunday at 2 :30 p.m. and 
7 p.m. Single tickets available 
In front Lobby of the Union. 
Class To Aid 
Viet Hospital 
The sophomore class has be- 
come Involved in a service project 
called "Operation Helpmate,' 
which is to aid U.S. soldiers that 
are In the 3rd Field Hospital In 
Vietnam. 
Asked by the American Red 
Cross to undertake this project, 
the sophomores' goal Is to collect 
$1,000 worth of dry goods to be 
sent to men In the hospital. 
Located on the outskirts of Sai- 
gon, the 3rd Field Hospital was 
officially opened on May 12, 1965. 
Formerly it was the American 
Dependent School. 
The dry goods Include such 
things as combs, razors and razor 
blades, games, and paperback 
books. Within the next two or 
three weeks, sophomores will be 
going from house to house In Bowl- 
ing Green collecting the dry goods 
for the project. 
Because the U.S. government 
cannot maintain the full cost of 
this hospital, It is partially de- 
pendent upon the Individual support 
of the American people. 
The hospital Is equipped to treat 
battle casualties and fever cases. 
Patients seldom remain there for 
longer than 30 days. 
Sigm i Alp,ia Eta 
Business meeting today, 5:30 
p.m., 105 South Hall. Open meeting 
at 6 p.m. for a discussion on 
Graduate School and tour of South 
Hall's speech facilities. 
* * « 
Home Economics Club 
Meeting today, 6:30 p.m., White 
Dogwood Suite. All majors and 
minors welcome. Miss Beatrice 
Cleveland will speak on Extension 
Work and I.F.Y.E.  program. 
* * » 
Students for a Democratic Society 
Free University Discussion 
Group on Community Organizing 
will form today, 4p.m., 203 Hayes. 
Everyone welcome. 
Free University Seminar on the 
"Theory of Relativity, a Philo- 
sophical Approach," will meet 
today 6 p.m., 206 Hayes. All 
Interested persons welcome. 
* » » 
Pershlng Rifles 
Weekly    meetings,    2-4 p.m., 
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. 
* • » 
Religious Activities Committee 
Free Public Lecture, 8 p.m. 
today, Alumni Room In the Union. 
The Rev. George B. Wilson S.J., 
to speak on " This Ain't The Church 
We Catholics Grew Up In." 
* • • 
Swan Club 
IFPC, Goodwill Plan 
Clothes Drive In BG 
A goodwill clothes drive and the 
proposed off-campus move of fra- 
ternities were the two main topics 
of discussion at the Interfraternlty 
Pledge Council (IFPC) meeting 
Monday evening. 
IFPC Is working in cooperation 
with Goodwill Industries of Tole- 
do to start a clothes drive at the 
University. Members of IFPC will 
conduct a door to door drive. 
The exact date has not been set. 
WMGS, a Bowling Green radio 
station, has offered its services 
for the project, according to Fred- 
erick A. Montana, president of the 
council. The station will allow 
members of IFPC to be announ- 
cer  and disk Jockeys for a day 
as publicity for the drive. 
A spokesman for the pledge pro- 
ject committee spoke briefly about 
the greek system moving off-cam • 
pus. He said all the fraternities 
and sororities plan to Incorporate 
and then assess $2,000 from each 
house. 
This money will be used to 
buy a tract of land, zone It, con- 
struct streets, and Install sewers. 
The fraternities and sororities will 
probably move off In about five 
years, he concluded. 
Tim Smith, assistant dean of men 
and adviser to IFPC, told the 
pledges of their role and the role 
of alum il In the off-campus move- 
Debate Team Makes 
Finals At Purdue 
The University debate team re- 
turned from the Purdue Invitational 
Debates last week with a 3-3 
and 5-1 record. 
The topic for this year's debate 
season is: Resolved: That the 
federal government should guar- 
antee a minimum cash Income to 
all citizens. 
The "switch-side" team of 
David V. Klumpp, a senior In the 
College of Liberal Arts, and Rob- 
ert M Mlchalskl, a sophomore, 
split 3-3. In the affirmative they 
defeated the University of Missouri 
and Michigan State University. In 
the negative they defeated Eastern 
Illinois University and were de- 
feated by Purdue University and 
Detroit University. In the affirm- 
ative they were defeated by North- 
western Unlverstly. 
Anna L. Crable, sophomore In 
the College of Education and Greg 
H. Gardner, senior In the College 
of Liberal Arts comprised the 
other team. 
In the affirmative they defeated 
Macalester College, the University 
of Illinois and Bradley College. 
They lost to Ball State Univer- 
sity. In the negative they won 
over Notre Damn and Wayne State 
University. 
With their 5-1 record they were 
eligible to participate In the finals. 
Here they were defeated by Notre 
Dame in a 2-1 decision. 
At the University of Chicago 
Invitational Debates, held Nov. 3 
through 5, the team complied a 
record of six wins.10 losses. 
In eight roands of debate, the 
team of James D. Crawford and 
Nancy L. Ruda, sophomore In the 
College of Liberal Arts, split 4-4. 
On the affirmative side they were 
defeated by Columbia University, 
St. John's College, and Michigan 
State University.    They won over 
Correction! 
no Initiation, 
held Dec. 6. 
There  has  been 
Tryouts will be 
Flu Bug Strikes 
Flu   epidemic? 
The ' News" wondered, so 
it sent a reporter to the Health 
Center to get a story on the 
flu cases reported on campus. 
"Come back later," they 
told the reporter. . . "Can't 
talk now - - too many flu 
patients." 
Delt Pledges Say: 
When the going gets 
rough, the Delts 
get rough. 
GO DELT! 
Lasalle College. 
Taking the negative side the team 
defeated Northwestern University 
and Colgate University, but lost 
to Hiram College and the Univer- 
sity of Chicago. 
Holly A. Herwlck, sophomore In 
the College of Liberal Arts, and 
Roslyn Z. Weedman, sophomore in 
the College of Education ended 
with a 1-6 record. 
Extension Work 
Is Speech Topic 
Cooperative Extension work will 
be discussed by Beatrice Cleve- 
land, an assistant state leader of 
the 4-H Club, at the Home Econo- 
mics Club meeting at 6:30 p.m. 
tomorrow in the White Dogwood 
Suite. 
Miss Cleveland Is a home eco- 
nomist on the 4-H Club Staff of 
the Cooperative Extension Ser- 
vice In Columbus. As speaker at 
the November meeting, she Is one 
of a series of speakers chosen 
to tell club members about var- 
ious .careers In home economics. 
In her position, Miss Cleveland 
works with cooperative extension 
agents, 4-H advisors, Junior lead- 
ers, camp counselors and others 
In area.dlstrlct and county pro- 
grams. 
ment. He saia me pledges should 
set up a form of communication 
with the alumni to Inform them of 
what is happening. 
Mr. Smith stressed that without 
alumni support the off-campus 
movement will not become a re- 
ality. Not only is their financial 
support needed, he said, but also 
they are needed to form the corp- 
oration (undergraduates cannot do 
this because they are minors) 
and the alumni's time and effort 
would prove priceless. 
It was resolved by the council 
that pledges from each house would 
keep track of all pledge activities 
and at the end of the semester a 
newsletter would be sent to the 
alumni. This newsletter would 
be a summary of the activities and 
serve to renew Interest amongst 
the fraternity alumni. 
In other business, an IFPC com- 
munity project Is in the planning 
stage. John W. Baggs, IFPC 
fraternity adviser, pointed out to 
the council that the project should 
be somothlnj that is benlflcial to 
both town and campus. A renown 
speaker, such as a U.S. Senator, 
was suggested, but further dis- 
cussion was put off until the com- 
mittee made a more detailed study. 
It was agreed that representa- 
tives of Lamda Gamma, the new 
fraternity on campus, would be 
Invited to the next IFPC meeting. 
The meeting ended with the re- 
solution that funds be appropriated 
to buy a gavel so the council 
could return Mr. Smith's to him. 
JUNIORS SAY: 
o.u. 
OR BUST 
A BETTER SWEATER 
la ear orl«U. In tailci lomfe'i wool, with the richest 
of knM octal! 1. The HH»iri found Here are traditional 
In lljUmn, triumphant In flW>. 
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City Council Vote Passes 
Land Sale Resolution 
HENRY VIII (Jam.. Panowski) rejoices as Katharine of Aro- 
gon (Janice Vhirtemore) listens to his worldly accomplishments 
in Hermann Gressieker's "Royal Gambit." The production will 
be presented in the Joe E. Brown Theatre, at 8:15 p.m. tonight 
through Sunday. 
'Royal Gambit' 
A resolution recommending so- 
lutions to mutual problems between 
the city of Howling Green and the 
University was passed unanimous- 
ly by City Council Monday night. 
The resolution, which called for 
several future changes concerning 
streets and property to the north 
of the University, as well as other 
changes, was described by Council 
President Russell S. Cross, Jr. 
as a guide for future councils to 
study. 
"Each section of this resolution 
would require separate legislation 
and, because this Is so, we feel 
that this Is as good a method 
as any to direct future councils 
to follow this path," Cross stated. 
Several members of the council 
expressed concern over the pos- 
itive language of the resolution, 
but after Cross explained that leg- 
islation would be needed on every 
article, Council passed the reso- 
lution. 
The resolution, divided Into two 
sections, stated that the University 
would allow the city to connect 
Its sewers to the 66 - Inch com- 
bined sewer of the University. This 
portion of the resolution recently 
was studied and Is now In effect. 
Future changes which might be- 
nefit both the city and the campus 
Include the construction of a new 
entry to Oak Grove cemetery on 
the north side, the sale of land 
north of the cemetery to the U- 
nlverslty and the abandonment of 
streets to the University when they 
are no longer needed. 
At a time when the University 
owns all the land on both sides 
of the streets, the city might give 
certain sections to the University 
which Include parts of Ridge St., 
North College Dr., Leroy Ave. 
and Reed Ave. 
Other portions of the resolution 
Opens Tonight        Women's Hours Bill 
University Theatre will present 
Its second production of the sea- 
son, "Royal Gambit" at 8:15 to- 
night through Sunday, In Joe E. 
Brown Theatre. 
"Royal Gambit," written by 
German Gressleke Is the histor- 
ical account of the life of King 
Henry VIII of England. 
The play Is concerned with the 
humanistic development of min- 
kind wnlch began In the sixteenth 
century. It presents King Henry 
VIII as a victim of human pas- 
sions and Intellectual spirit. 
"Royal Gambit" was first pre- 
sented In English at the Sullivan 
Street Playhouse In New York 
In 1959. 
Playing King Henry VIII Is Jamos 
Panowskl, a doctoral student In 
theatre. Katharine of Aragon Is 
portrayed by Janice Whlttemore, 
senior In liberal arts. Anne Bo- 
leyn is played by Becky Gall, 
senior In education. 
The other  women In the  cast 
are Kathleen Maler, Junior In ed- 
ucation, Penny Klnnear, freshman 
in  liberal  arts,   Marcla J. Stro- 
man, junior In education, and Betty 
L. Buechner, junior In education. 
Mr.   Allen White, Instructor In 
speech, Is the scenery and light- 
Reserved seats may be obtained 
at the University Theatre box of- 
fice dally from 11 a.m  to 3:30p.m. 
Admission price Is 10 cents for 
University students, 25 cents for 
children and high school students, 
and $1 for adults. 
To Face Council 
Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be sub- 
mitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall 
ond con be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student 
name and address must be included with oil quest.ons, but only 
initials   will  be used 
Why  isn't  the   Flying Club  listed  under  "Student Organ- 
izations"  in the new  student directory?     (B.R.) 
The University Publications Office prints what the Student 
Activities Office gives them, and the Student Activities Office 
did not have information on the club. 
What is the time difference now between Bowling Green 
and Nottingham, Eng.     (C.S.) 
If you wish to give the sheriff of Nottingham a buzz, C.S., the 
geography department tells us that the time Is five hours later 
In England. 
The mailbox on the corner next toConklin says that pick- 
up is 4:30 p.m. They seem to pick it up at all hours. Is 
there a set schedule?    (M.K.) 
The Post Office says that the last pickup Is made no later than 
the time posted on the mailbox, but pickups are occasionally 
made any time before. 
How many seniors will graduate in January, 1968? Why 
is graduation on a Wednesday, when parents will have to 
take off work? They have already paid thousands of dol- 
lors to Bowling Green University and now it asks them to 
give up another day's wages for old times sake!     (L.B.) 
Approximately 525 students will graduate In January, says the 
Registrar's Office. 
Most students do not want to wait till Saturday or Sunday 
to graduate. They feel It Is too long a period to wait and 
those who mike the calendar for the University try to make It 
fit the desires of the students, explains Dr. Kenneth H. McKall 
vice-president. 
Since Saturday  is migration day to OU, what is the best 
way to drive down there?    (D.M.) 
Drive south on Rt. 25 to Findlay. From Klndlay take Rt. 68 
to Kenton. Follow Rt. 31 to Marysvllle, and from Marysvllle 
proceed on Rt.   33 which goes right Into Athens.  Happy driving! 
Three new bills and a course 
description booklet head Student 
Council's agenda for tomorrow's 
meeting. The Commuter bill asks 
that the number of commuter rep- 
resentatives be increased from two 
to six. The sponsors of this bill 
feel that the "commuter student at 
Bowling Green University doss no', 
have equitable representation on 
Student Council." 
Fran Peskor, senior represent- 
ative, has submitted a resolution 
to abolish women's hoars. The bill 
states that "women are equal to 
men under the law thus prohibit- 
ing discrimination on the basis of 
sex." 
If passed, Student Council will 
recommend to the Association of 
Women Students to eliminate the 
curfew on women students, regard- 
less of age, living In University 
housing. 
The third bill on Council's ag- 
enda concerns library hours. This 
bill wants student council to 
recommend to Dr. A. Robert 
Rogers, director of the library, 
and the University Library Com- 
mittee to "establish a committee 
of students and faculty to study all 
aspects of an extension of hours 
and to make recommendations 
concerning U19 academic at- 
mosphere of the library. 
Midnight Is the recommended 
closing time Sunday through 
Thursday   for   second  semester. 
Tentative plans for each prof- 
essor to provide students with a 
course description booklet will be 
submitted by the Student Academic 
Affairs Board for Council's ap- 
proval. 
This booklet Is Intended t^\ be 
published for all students and *lll 
lnlcude such things as type and 
number of tests given, number of 
cuts allowed, out-of-cla?s assign- 
ments, and books required to be 
read by the student. 
Plans Under Way To Update, 
Revamp Ambulance Service 
The University ambulance has 
not been forgotten. Plans are cur- 
rently under way for the purchase 
of a newer vehicle and perhaps 
for a revamoing of the entire 
ambulance service. 
Bids are In for both new and 
used ambulances and are being 
considered by the administration. 
"I have the Information and 
price quotes on ambulances and 
we are in the midst of looking 
Into the situation," said Dr. Jamas 
G. Bond, vice president of student 
affairs. 
Spencer T. Calcamugglo, chief of 
campus security, seemed pleased 
about the administration's atten- 
tion to the problem. 
"The administration has been 
very open-minded about the ambu- 
lance service. I think they rea- 
lize that there Is a very definite 
need for one," said Mr. Calca- 
mugglo. 
He also mentioned the posslbll- 
lty of the ambulance servW he. 
lng removed from the jurisdiction 
of campus security. "Mr. Whlt- 
taker Is to discuss with Dr. Bur- 
nette the possibilities of having 
It at the health center." 
"I know the city at the present 
time isn't equipped to handle both 
the city and the University. But 
perhaps something will be worked 
out In that direction," Mr. Cal- 
camugglo added. 
Dr. Bond said that the afore- 
mentioned meeting with Dr. Ray- 
mond C. Whittaker, dean of stu- 
dents , and Dr. Harvey L. Bur- 
nette, director of the Student Med- 
ical Center, would be held "In 
the very near future." 
The purpose of the meeting is 
to discuss budgeting, the type of 
ambulance best suited to the needs 
of the University, and the person- 
nel needed to man the ambulance. 
"We certainly should provide 
this basic emergency service. The 
students deserve no less," said 
Dr. Bond. 
Included a call for payment by 
the University for the relocation of 
Thurstln Street, from Wooster 
Street to Pike Street; construction 
of a new entrance to Parking Lot 
A on Wooster Street; an exchange 
of land Involving approximately 
18 acres and financial aid from the 
University for the improvement of 
Yount Road between Wooster Street 
and Poe Road. 
The resolution came* as a result 
of a study carried out by the Pu- 
blic Lands and Buildings Com- 
mittee of the council last month. 
Mayor F. Gus Skibble, In an 
address to councilman and citi- 
zens, drew attention to a study car- 
ried out by himself with the aid 
of Dr. Warren Waterhouse, acting 
dean of the College of Business 
Administration. 
Dr. Waterhouse volunteered his 
assistance when asked to aid In 
the mayor's study of City Ordi- 
nance No. 2273, concerned with 
employee pay Increases. Students, 
under the guidance of Dr. Water- 
house, m ide a careful anddetalled 
study of the organizational struc- 
ture of Bowling Green, job class- 
ifications and the duties of various 
city employees, Skibble said. 
Vietnam Mail 
Deadline Set 
Even though most people have not 
yet given much thought to the 
Christmas season, the Post Of- 
fice Department has already an- 
nouncedschedules to help avoid the 
Christmas mailing rush. 
Postmaster General Law- 
rence F. O'Brien noted that spe- 
cial attention will be placed on the 
delivery of mall to servicemen In 
Vietnam and   surrounding  areas. 
The deadlines for sending mall 
abroad to members of the Armed 
Forces, Including packages weigh- 
ing more than five pounds sent 
by regualr or surface mall is 
Nov. 11; for packages weighing 
under five pounds plus letters sent 
at surface ratesDec. 1; and for air 
mall   gifts   and   cards,   Dec.   11. 
Deadline for sending civilian and 
military mall to bases within the 
United States Is Dec. 4. 
The deadline for air mail Is Dec. 
19 and overseas mall ahould be 
sent by Dec. 10. 
LBJ Urges 
'Think Bank' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Johnson called yesterday for 
linking computers and satellites 
with a nationwide educational tele- 
vision - radio system to form 
and electronic knowledge bank 
which he said might eventually 
be as valuable as the Federal Re- 
serve Bank. 
Johnson broached his unusual 
proposal at a White House cere- 
mony where he signed a bill creat- 
ing a private, nonprofit corpora- 
tion for public broadcasting to pro- 
mote noncommercial tele vis ion 
and radio broadcasts. 
The President said he already 
has asked his advisers "toevplore 
the possibility of a network for 
knowledge and to draw up a sug- 
gested blueprint for It." 
The Little Sisters Of Minerva 
CONGRATULATE THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSIL0N 
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL & TENNIS 
SNOIdWVHD 
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Are Transfer Students 
As Lost As Freshman? 
Hog* 5 
■Barbara A. 
Turrie 
Robert A. 
Bellas 
By JIM TAYLOR 
Staff Writer 
Question:    Who wanders around 
campus with a constant look of un- 
certainty   and   a   pleading facial 
expression that seems to be say- 
lyng, "How do I get to South Hall 
17rom here"? 
Answer: A new freshman, of 
course. 
Naturally, freshman are filled 
with uncertainty the first few days 
an campus, but they aren't the 
Dnly ones. Just ask a transfer 
student. 
Junior and senior transfer stu- 
lents are faced with problems 
similar to those of new freshmen. 
However,  since  they   are upper- 
classmen, It Is naturally assumnd 
that they know their way around, 
and this can cause certain diffi- 
culties. 
Kerry B. Conant, a junior trans- 
fer student In the College of Lib- 
eral Arts, began her stay at Bowl- 
ing Green In a memorable fashion. 
"I was told the letters MH In 
my schedule book mean Memorial 
Hall," she said. "After looking 
In every corner of Memorial Hall, 
I finally located my classroom. 
It turned out to be a storage closet, 
which Is a pretty strange place to 
hold a class In Shakespearean 
literature." 
As Kerry put it, "Being a trans- 
fer student Is a convenient excuse 
for doing something stupid." 
At least one transfer student, 
Terry L. Burgess, a junior In 
education, hasn't had much trouble 
getting used to the campus. "I 
knew sonv; people when I got here, 
and they've been showing me a- 
round," Terry said. 
Even   the  veterans failed  him 
once, however, as Terry explained. 
"I haven't had any trouble except 
when I went to a freshman speech 
class Instead of a speech correc- 
tion lab. I was with two junior 
girls who've been here for two 
years, so I guess I can't take all 
the blame." 
Senior, Patricia A. McColl, en- 
Patricia A. 
McCoff 
rolled In liberal arts, has turned 
her disadvantage of being a trans- 
fer student Into an advantage. ''Be- 
ing a senior who is somewhat 
lost, gives m» an excuse to strike 
up a conversation with just about 
anyone." 
When asked If she had any trouble 
learning the locations of the build- 
ings on campus, she said, "No, 
because I never leave the dorm 
without my campus map." 
Most male upperclass transfer 
students will probably agree with 
P. David Capus, a Junior in educa- 
tion, who lamented, "Since I don't 
know my way around yet, practi- 
cally the only girls I can date are 
freshmen." 
Another transfer student en- 
rolled in the College of Education, 
junior Barbara A. Turrie, nearly 
paid a visit to one of the men's units 
of Krelscher Quadrangle during 
her first week on campus. 
"I saw a sign welcoming fresh- 
men girls to the University, so 
I figured It was safe and started 
Out-Of-Staters Come to BG Because... 
By TERRY MALA 
Staff Writer 
If blue and white license plates look familiar to you, try looking 
at them through the eyes of an out-of-state student. 
Just what are some of the reasons why the 1,191 out-of-state 
students on the Bowling Green State University campus (The 
B-G News, Tuesday, Oct. 31, 1967) decided to enroll at an Ohio 
university? 
"I visited the campus just once and fell completely In love with 
it," said a freshman from West Virginia. "It takes about nine 
hours to drive all the way out here, but I guess it's all worih It." 
Another freshman from Michigan said, "I like the 'folksy' at- 
mosphere. I came here last summer to test It out and everyone 
was just so darn friendly." 
Two  sophomores   from the  same city  In Illinois said that they 
came to Bowling Green State University to break the hometown 
ties. 
"We Just wanted a chance to make It on our own. Everyone 
back home was going to college In Illinois. We didn't want to be 
classed as conformists." 
A sophomore from Kentucky In (he School of line Arts said, 
"One, I wanted to break away from my family and friends. Two, 
I spent one semester at the University of Denver and found the 
students there very cold and unfriendly. When I got here, I felt 
at homo Immediately. Eventotalslrangersgreetyou on the street." 
A junior who transferred from a junior college In Chicago, 111. 
said, "I heard that the Bowling Green State University School of 
Journalism was highly accredited, and, also, 1 wanted the chance 
to go to school out of my home state." 
ff 
Backstage 
Theatre: Air Of Excitement 
By BARB WISM2H AND 
TOM PENDERGAST 
Special Writers 
There  Is   an air of excitement 
iround   the   theatre   these  days. 
Iveryone seems to be busier, and 
appler, too.   Why? There Is more 
o it than Just that we are doing 
.•nore  shows,   more  than  merely 
he Increased numbers of students 
working both backstage and "out 
front." 
The theatre is play a major part 
In the "expanding horizons" pro- 
Vram of the University. The 
Ijrowth of the theatre over the past 
several years Is a part of the 
cultural expansion on our campus. 
Just as we are seeing an ex- 
pansion of our Artist Series, the 
| Introduction of the Cine Cum Laude 
film series, the gallery In the new 
Art Building and the number of 
Students from all colleges who 
Aslt It, so has our theatrical activ- 
ities program developed. Over the 
/ears the number of students 
actively participating In all facets 
ot theatre productions has grown 
fremendously. 
Judging from the Increase In the 
flze of audiences. Interest on the 
Dart of the student body has grown, 
too. Granted the enrollment at 
iBowllng Green has advanced, but 
jwhen the Main Auditorium which 
'seats 1,160, Is filled nearly every 
light of a three-night run, then 
(there is a definite upsurge of ln- 
rest. 
Why is this sort of thing excit- 
ing?    Because the cultural expan- 
sion Itself Is an Important, added || dimension to the educational ex- 
perience available here. 
Because our theatre Is educa- 
tional, there is no limit to the 
-.vpes of plays we can present; 
,10 commercial factor Influences 
:he choice of shows to be done. 
We aren't trying to get ahead in 
a professional situation; we are 
only learning about all aspects 
of the theatre. 
This can easily be seen by look- 
ing at our current season: begln- 
Jang with an Absurdist play, pro- 
ceeding to a poetic drama, and 
later presenting a light comody. 
Every year there Is a children's 
show, which gives the students an 
opportunity to work on a touring 
show as they visit varlouselemen- 
tary schools In the area. 
A guest star Is brought to cam- 
pus, giving students the opportunity 
to work with a professional actor, 
and a musical Is presented the 
alternate year. 
Another result of this expan- 
sion Is Bowling Green's growing 
reputation in other parts of the 
country. The summer theatre at 
Huron, Ohio, draws students from 
all over the United States. Trans- 
fer students co">.3 for the theatre 
program, having been to Huron, 
or hearing about Bowling Green 
from other enthusiastic students. 
As you attend our productions, 
look   at   them   as  a  part  of the 
Student interest in the University Theatre has grown as shown 
by the increase in students wanting to work for the theatre ond 
number of students attending the productions. 
Kerry B. 
Conant 
up the stairs," she recalled. "Just 
before I got to the top, ready to 
turn on to the floor, I saw a guy 
coming down. From the look he 
gave nt, I could see I didn't 
belong there, so I decided I'd 
better get out." 
Robert A. Ballas, a Junior In 
liberal arts, finis It embarrassing 
not to be able to direct other stu- 
dents to certain buildings on cam- 
pus. 
"During the first week of classes 
somo guy asked me where Hayes 
Hall was," Bob related. "I had 
to tell him I didn't know either. 
He probably thought I was a fresh- 
man Just like him." 
Who knows. Maybe that guy 
wasn't a freshman after all. He 
just might have been a transfer 
student. 
An Editor . . . 
... is someone who sorts the 
wheat   from   the   chaff,   and 
prints the chaff. 
- - Adlai Stevenson 
Foreign Study 
The Department of German and 
Russian Is considering the poss- 
ibility of establishing an academic 
year abroad starting next year. 
All students interested should 
com? to 221 Shatzal Hall, Thurs- 
day at 8 p.m. 
PORTRAITS 
BY 
HOWARD 
432!/2 E. Wooster 
Ph. 354-5702 
whole — of the growing theatre 
as an important contributor to a 
growing University. 
Watch for "Royal Gambit," 
coming up Nov. 8-12, which will be 
presented in the Joe E. Brown 
Theatre.   Get your tickets early! 
Petti's Italian 
Special 
SPAGETTI & MEAT BALLS 
ITALIAN BREAD & BUTTER- 
COFFEE 
$1.15 
Wed.   Thurs. and Sat. 
inTheAlpenhorn Room 
For The College Set! 
NEW... 
JADE I EAST* 
GOLDEN 
UIAB 
AFTER SHAVE from $2.50 
COLOGNE from $3 00 
SWANK Inc.-Sol. Distributor 
At an alternate fragrance, 
try JADE EAST or Jade Fait CORAL 
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Antartica Topic 
Of Talk Tonight 
"Antarctica'' will be the topic 
of a speech given by Dr. Charles 
C. Rich, associate professor of 
geology, at 9 tonight, In the east 
lounge of Kohl Hall. Dr. Rich 
will show slides taken on a geo- 
logical expedition to Antarctica 
with geologists from New Zealand. 
Dr. Rich has taught geology for 
19 years, 10 of them at the Un- 
iversity. He is also the director 
of the University Honors Program 
He received his BA degree from 
Wittenberg University and his 
master's and Ph. D. degrees from 
Harvard. 
Dr. R'.ch's travels have taken 
him to many parts of the world. 
In the summer of 1948, he par- 
ticipated In the U.S. Geological 
Survey on St. Lawrence Island 
In the Bering Sea. 
In 1951, with the aid of a Full- 
bright grant, he went to New Zea- 
land to study at Victoria Univer- 
sity In Wellington. He also has 
been to Southeast Asia, the Swiss 
Alps, Italy and Germany. 
Dress Rule Discussed; No Vote 
By ROSEMAHY KOVACS 
Managing Editor 
After two do-nothing meetings, 
several pieces of legislation fin- 
ally came before the Association 
of Women Students' Legislative 
Board yesterday. 
In a rather chaotic hour and 
a half meeting, two resolutions 
were up for adoption and one 
amendment to the AWS constitu- 
tion was discussed. Only one 
resolution was voted on and that 
failed; other action postponed until 
the Nov. 28the meeting. 
An amended resolution to be 
voted on at the next meeting, stated 
that "AWS recommends that wo- 
men students may exercise their 
own Judgement concerning suitable 
attire for classroom, administra- 
tive and faculty offices, th? Li- 
brary and the Union." 
If approved next week, the pres- 
ent rule that "shorts, bermudas 
jeans or slacks are not worn in 
classroom, administrative, or fac- 
ulty offices, the library or the U- 
nlon (excep1. on the first floor)" 
will be deleted from the hand- 
book. 
But the rule Itself, was 
supposedly Included In the AWS 
handbook merely to give fresh- 
man a standard and guide to dress, 
since it was unenforceable anyway, 
the discussion brought on. 
The big question was "Whose 
(dress rules) are they anyway? 
The Library says the dress rules 
are AWS rules, AWS Legislative 
Board said it Is lot." 
On questioning Miss Barbara 
Keller, assistant dean of women, 
she also said "she was not sure 
where the responsibility lies." 
However, AWS could present the 
idea for a dress rules change 
to the regulating body--lf they 
found out which body it was, Miss 
Keller said. 
In any case, the dress reso- 
lution, explained Ann McCullough, 
AWS president, is to clarify whose 
rule it is, while absolving AWS 
from Jurisdiction and placing en- 
More About    EleCt-OflS 
(Continued From Page 1) 
Mrs. Hicks, a 48-year-old 
grandmother, campaigned in op- 
position to busing Negroes from the 
ghettos to white schools. She had 
hoped to become Boston's first 
woman mayor. 
GOVERNORS' RACES 
MISSISSIPPI—U.S. Representa- 
tive John Bell Williams, a leader 
against integration, has beenelec- 
ted governor. He defeated GOP 
challenger Rubel Phillips, who had 
warned the state must change Its 
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" physics at the undergraduate level 
Congratulations SAE'e - all cam- '""'J^"^"^».* OoHMteT and   (lu*n,am   mechanics   at   the 
=S2=2=:  £^^}7>™ SS & .^SKS The Greek «ystem would like to KU lnwrvlew   y°ur •scort- In a large physics department and 
thank the GDI football team tor «,„ JH ZS^tut^m'taUmn contor with   •xP«rlmentalphys- 
gettlng u. high tor their oetoat. "■Jg JjmJOjttjJto Mary yjJJJjUJj current research 
nam so that the Vietnamese peo- 
ple can settle their own problems." 
STATE ISSUE # 1 
Ohioans came through the third 
time around and adopted a consti- 
tutional amendment to reapport- 
lon the legislature. 
The plan calls for an apportion- 
ment board to meet after the 
1970 census and draw up new leg- 
islative districts. The new dis- 
tricts would first be used in 1972. 
The plan is based on the U.S. 
Supreme Court's dictum of "one- 
man-one vote." 
CONSTITUTION NIXED 
Voters In New York state turned 
down a new state constitution that 
would have removed the ban against 
state aid to parochial schools. The 
charter caused wide-spread splits 
in both parties. 
But Republican Gov. Nelson A. 
Rockefeller's $2.5 billion trans- 
portation bond issue-biggest state 
bond issue in U.S. history—rolled 
to victory on a 2-1 margin In tran- 
sit-starved New York City. 
WINS ON 2 VOTES 
TIMBERLAKE, Ohio—In what 
may have been the smallest turn- 
out in Ohio, Bruce Yee won elec- 
tion to the village Board of Pub- 
lic Affairs yesterday with two 
write-in votes. 
One observer commented, "It 
must have been him and his wife." 
HEAVY TURNOUT 
Yesterday's elections may have 
been In an off-year,but reports 
from cities and states across the 
nation showed that voter turnout 
was heavier than usual. 
The Issues were controversall, 
ranging from race,to aid for par- 
ochial schools and the Vietnam 
war. 
National Guard units were put 
on alert in Gary, Ind. and Cleve- 
land where the mayoral races 
pit a Negro Democrat against a 
White Republican. 
The race in Gary, won by Ne- 
gro Democrat Richard Hatcher 
was a quiet one,without theexpect- 
ed violence. 
torcement  on the  bodies sett! 
the standards. 
If the   resolution is passed, 
would  still be liable to the A\ 
President's veto or the  dean 
women's veto. 
In other action, the resolutlo i 
that would hava allowsd wome'l 
Student Council representatives l<\ 
become non-voting members of Ujjl 
respective dormitory houseboard f 
was not even brought up for a vote) 
Therefore it was defeated. 
A board  member  felt that th| 
bill was redundant since the house-; 
board meetings were open to tli 
representatives. 
To encourage their attendance] 
however,   AWS  will send Studeo 
Council a mofflfl Inviting the repj 
resentatlves to attend housebaor 
as a means of furthering commun-j 
lcatlons   between the   womon 
Council. 
Women running tor AWS officeJ 
may need only a 2.0 point accu-1 
mulatlve scholastic average mln-f 
invim lithe proposed amendment t< 
the constltulon passes. The bll| 
must be posted tor one week 
dormitories before the 3oard call 
act. 
The amendment Itself was am-) 
ended.   If first read that a;; "grade! 
requirements for seeking office irl 
AWS Executive   Board and Rest" 
dent Halls be changed from a 2.^ 
accumulative scholastic average.'] 
The resolution was changed to "1 
good standing with the University."! 
Many members felt the grade point 
average "to be in good standing'] 
were too low tor an officer. 
'Justice And Poor1 
Is NET Report 
"Justice and the Poor," andex-l 
elusive report on the unbalancedl 
scales of justice including studies! 
of legal representation, the balll 
system, and police treatmont of! 
the poor, is this week's programl 
on "NET Journal," to be shownl 
at   9 p.m. Friday, on WBGU-TV.I 
The hour-long report finds that! 
for the poor, Justice too often! 
means arbitrary, even brutal,! 
treatment by the police; long per-l 
lods of detention as a result of| 
an Inequitable ball system; and 
lawyers who are less qualified orl 
less involved than those who re-| 
present wealthy clients. 
The program Is divided into 3l 
parts. The first part is devoted I 
to the summer riots, and pollcel 
brutality. The second section con-j 
cerns the ball system and deten-J 
tion facilities in both New York! 
City and Columbus,Ohio. Supreme! 
Court Justice William O. Doaglasl 
observes that "many of the lawsl 
have a built in bias against the| 
poor." 
NOW 
thru Tuesday, Nov. 14 
Week Nites - 7:30, 9:30 CLA-ZEL 
Sat. & Sun. - 2:15, 4:00, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
MGM presents 
AJudd Bernard- 
Itwin Winkler Production 
LEE 
MARVIN 
POINT 
BLANK 
„,„JNGIE DICKINSON 
In Panavision'and Metrocolor  £)MGM SnUMtrt ftrBMIK* 
WED. - SAT. NOV. 15 - 18 
W.C. FIELDS 
ORIGINAL AND UNCUT . . . IT'S INTACT! 
"BANK DICK" & 
"NEVER GIVE A SUCKER AN EVEN BREAK!" 
...I,\ 
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BG Picked To Dump OU 
This Week's Games 
BG at OU 
'• Alabama at Louisiana State 
Arkansas at Rice 
Utah at Army 
Louisville at Cincinnati 
pi Virginia Tech at Florida 
Penn at Yale 
Illinois at Michigan 
Marshall at Kent State 
Miami at Dayton 
Navy at Duke 
Notre Dame at Pittsburgh 
, Princeton at Harvard |USC at Oregon State 
Holy Cross at Syracuse 
Baylor at Texas 
. Wisconsin at Ohio State 
Washington at UCLA 
Xavler at Western Michigan 
Tennessee at Tulane 
Tom Hlne John Gongoware 
Sports Editor Senloi 
BG BG 
Alabama Alabama 
Rice Rice 
Army Utah 
Louisville Cincinnati 
Florida Virginia Tech 
Yale Yale 
Illinois Illinois 
Kent State Kent State 
Miami Miami 
Navy Duke 
Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Princeton Harvard 
use Oregon State 
Syracuse Syracuse 
Texas Baylor 
Ohio State Ohio State 
UCLA Washington 
Western Mich Western Mich 
Tennessee Tennessee 
John Vornholt Jane Clarrldge Mike Kenrs 
Sophomore Sophomore Sophomore 
OU BG BG 
Alabama Alabama Alabama 
Arkansas Rice Rice 
Army Army Army 
Louisville Louisville Louisville 
Florida Florida Florida 
Yale Yale Yale 
Illinois Illinois Illinois 
Kent Stave Kent State Kent State 
Miaul Dayton Miami 
Navy Navy Navy 
Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Princeton Princeton Princeton 
use use use 
Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse 
Texas Texas Texas 
Wisconsin Ohio State Wisconsin 
UCLA UCLA UCLA 
Western Mich Western Mich Western Mich 
Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee 
Week's Top Back- 
Halfback Ed Coletti 
By virtue of his outstanding per- 
formance against Marshall Ed Col- 
letl was picked as outstanding back 
it the week.   Coletti picked up 88 
'/aids In 13 carries for an average 
WIA Sponsors 
Soccer Circus 
A Soccer circus sponsored by 
£he Women's Intramural Associa- 
tion will be held from 3:30 to 5:00 
jp.m. Friday, behind the Women's 
Building. 
! Soccer teams, made up of girls 
Inajorlng or minor lng in physical 
| Education, will compete for awards 
o be presented by senior Cheryl 
(enneckar, president of WIA. 
The awards for the winning team 
will be presented at 4:30 p.m. In 
,the major's lounge of the Women's 
Building, where refreshments will 
served. Entertainment will be 
provided by seniors majoring In 
physical education. 
Three soccer teams, one from 
each freshman soccer class, will 
represent the freshman majors and 
minors. Sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors will be represented In 
|f.»ne   contest   by   one  team each. 
A   team  made  up of  women's 
physical education faculty will be 
I entered in the  contest.    A punt, 
I: pass, and kick exhibition also will 
[be  provided by the faculty team. 
"We are trying to promote fun 
I for majors and minors and make it 
i 'possible for those women to know 
one another," stated Miss Ren- 
neckar. 
of 6.7 yards per carry. 
Mr. Tackle for the week Is Dave 
Carpenter. Carpenter was cred- 
ited with eight tackle., and four 
assists in his outstanding defensive 
performance. 
The outstanding offensive line- 
man of the week Is Jim Hodaklevlc 
and the best defensive back Is 
Roger Schmidt who Intercepted a 
Marshall pass to end a touchdown 
drive by the Thundering Herd, ID 
BG's close 9-7 win. 
This was the first back of the 
week honor for Coletti who missed 
the first half of the season due to 
a leg Injury. 
Willoby Falls 
John Vornholt, who two weeks 
ago tied with Dan Willoby for the 
pigskin poll lead, won a clearcut 
victory last week as hit for a 
17-2-1 record to raise his season 
standings to 31-7-1. 
In this eighth week of the poll 
Tom Hlne, sports editor, who had 
a 15-5 record last week Is back. 
Joining Hlne and Vornholt Is Jane 
Clarrldge, Mike Kerns, and John 
Gongoware. 
STAMP IT! 
IT'S THE RAOf 
REGULAR 
MODEL 
'ANY   S _3 
3 LINE TEXT   Cm. 
Ih. Iinul INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBBER STAHP. '/," ■ J~. 
St-nd   check   or   money   order.    Eta 
■wit to include your Zip Code.  No 
I>OHUK<>  or  handling;  rharireH.   Add 
sale* lax. 
Prompt ihiamant. Sitiiliclion GulrinlMd 
TNI MOPP CO. 
P. 0. Boi 1SS23 Ltnti Square Station 
ATLANTA. GA . 30326 
Dave Carpenter 
Like to think it, 
Like to say it, 
Really mean it, 
We Love Our Bigs 
DELTA ZETA PLEDGES 
ED COLETTI, back into form 
after missing first half of sea- 
son is Mr. Back of the week. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
Plus 
DELTA GAMMA 
Will  equal 
One Great 
Orphanage Party 
L 
WHAT IS ITS SIGNIFICANCE? 
Beverly Basick, 
Dept. of Anthropology 
-—-^  Archetypical. 
The ritual of the Midnight Pudding Snack is 
well established in primitive societies Since 
Shake-A Pudd'n does not require refrigeration, 
it lends itself to use in dormitories (surely one 
of the most primitive societies), thereby 
fulfilling this basic, instinctual human drive 
al the precise moment it arises. 
Harry Holesome, 
Dept. of Health Education 
The American Dream come true. 
Shake-A Pudd'n combines healthful nutrition, 
bracing exercise and, above all, Good Clean Fun. 
An essential part of the Physical Fitness Program. 
Sylvia Cimbill, 
Dept. of Psychology 
Truly Freudian. 
Powder and water are mixed in a cup, an 
obviously mammalian formation, seen on a 
deeper level as Mother. One shakes the cup, in a 
desperate but futile attempt to shake off the 
•nhibiting Superego and free the primitive Id. 
Michael Media, 
Dept. of Sociology 
A true product of the Electric Age. 
Shake-A Pudd'n has transformed a fragmented, 
lime-consuming, mechanical task into 
an almost instantaneous, totally involving 
experience. Definitely "cool." Although 
equally good at room temperature 
Francine Factor, 
Dept. of History 
Of tremendous historical significance. 
Had Shake-A Pudd'n been discovered in the 
18th Century, the French Revolution would 
probably never have taken place when it did. 
Marie Antoinette's famous remark, "Lei 'em eat 
cake," would no doubt have been transformed 
to "Let 'em eat pudd'n," thereby appeasing 
the masses for at least another century. 
Shake-A Pudd'n 
the new instant 
dessert mix from Royal. 
Just put water and powder in the cup, snap 
the lid, shake for 30 seconds and let it set. 
In Chocolate, Vanilla. Butterscotch or Banana 
Each package complete with four puddings, 
spoons, lids, and throw away shakers 
_____ 
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| MAC Crown 
I Shared Or Nof?! 
To coin an old golf phrase, Toledo Is "the leader In the clubhouse" 
this week In the glove-tight Mld-Am3rlcan Conference football race, 
"with Ohio still on the course." 
Coach Frank Lauterbur's Toledo Hockets cinched at least a share 
of the 1967 MAC crown by scoring their first grid win over Mlanil 
since joining the MAC in 1952, 24-14. The win puts TO at the top of 
the pack with a 5-1 conference record. 
Now the attention shifts to Athens, where Ohio will host defense - 
minded Bowling Green Saturday In the loop finale for both squads. 
Ohio, 4-1 after dropping Western Michigan out of the race, 20-10, 
needs a victory over the Falcons to move into a first placa with 
Toledo. 
So, for the eighth straight year, the Mid-American football champ- 
ionship goes down to the last Saturday of conference play. Another 
Interesting sidelight Is that a Bowling Green win this week would make 
Toledo the first outright champion in the MAC since the Falcons ruled 
the roost In 1934. 
Wlille Ohio and Bowling Green are meeting Saturday, Kent State and 
Marshall battle In the only other conference gamn at Kent. The two 
games will close out the 1967 MAC schedule. 
Other games Involving Mld-Am teams will see Toledo going after 
Its seventh straight win by hosting Northern Illinois, Western Michigan 
at home against tough Xavler, and Miami Invading Dayton. 
In other MAC action last Saturday, Howling Green had to come from 
behind to avoid being Marshall's first 1967 victim, 9-7, while Kent 
State turned on a powerful offense to stun a strong Louisville eleven, 
28-21. 
MAC GRID STANDINGS 
Toledo 5 1 0 134 63 
OhioU 4 1 0 117 81 
Miami 4 2 0 128 83 
West. Mich. 4 2 0 111 92 
B. G. 2 3 0 29 65 
Kent State 0 5 0 54 72 
Marshall 0 5 0 44 161 
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS   TOTAL OFFENSE 
Player 
Schneider, Toledo 
G 
6 
PI 
223 
Yds 
1335 
TDR 
10 
Bryant, Ohio University 
Boreland, Western Mich. 
Thompson, Miami 
Moore, Miami 
Moss, Toledo 
Swartz, Kent State 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
137 
123 
176 
94 
125 
122 
639 
633 
561 
542 
436 
429 
7 
5 
4 
3 
7 
4 
Conley, Ohio University 
Fitzgerald, Kent State 
Foster, Western Mich. 
5 
5 
6 
107 
113 
90 
418 
389 
377 
4 
1 
3 
6 169 88 9 6 1138 .521 
6 90 42 10 5 620 .467 
5 94 41 7 4 489 .436 
5 80 35 5 2 403 .438 
5 75 29 6 1 330 .387 
6 76 25 4 2 307 .329 
b 70 23 9 4 418 .329 
PASSING     Gomes     Att     Comp     HI     TD      Yards       Pet. 
Schneider, Toledo 
Boreland, Western Mich. 
Swartz, Kent State 
Nyitray, Bowling Green 
Torrence, Marshall 
Thompson, Miami 
Bryant, Ohio University 
Women's Swim Team 
Places Second In Meet 
The Bowling Green Splashers, 
the university's women swimming 
and diving: team, placed second 
In a trl-mi>et, Saturday, Nov. 4, 
in the University Natatorlum with 
a score of 42 points. 
Placing first in the meet scor- 
ing 69 points, the University of 
Michigan captured seven first 
places out of nine events. Ohio 
State University, also participating 
In the meet, made 29 points. 
Freshman Carol L. Burkhart 
won the 50 meter freestyle event 
for Bowling Green. The only other 
event won for Bowling Green was 
by freshman H. Louise Kennedy 
In the 100 meter individual med- 
ley event. 
The 200 meter medley relay 
event, the 50meterbjtterflyevent, 
the 100 meter freestyle event, 
the 50 meter backstroke event, 
the 50 meter breastroke event, 
and the 200 meter freestyle re- 
lay were won by the University 
of Michigan. Ohio State Univer- 
sity had no first places in the 
competition. 
Bowling Green cam? in third 
In the 200 meter medley relay 
race. The Splashers swimming 
on the relay team were freshman 
Barbara J. Sopp, Miss Burkhart, 
and Laura J. Wltkowski; and senior 
Susan E. Krshick. 
Falcon Splashers who placed 
In events were Junior Lou Ann 
Greetham who placed third in the 
50 meter freestyle race; Miss 
Wltkowski who placed fourth in 
the 100 meter individual mudley 
race; Miss Kennedy who pl.i --'J 
second and sophomore Pat A. Tab- 
bert who placed fourth In the 100 
meter freestyle race; Miss Sopp 
who placed second and freshman 
Phyllis A. Hammon who placed 
fourth in the 50 meter backstroke 
race; and Miss Ershlck who placed 
third In the 50 meter breaststroke 
race. 
Miss Burkhart, Miss Wltkowski, 
Miss Tabbert, and Miss Kennedy, 
swam for Bowling Green in the 
200 meter freestyle relay race 
placing second. 
BG junior Janet M. Matius placed 
third In the diving competition. 
The University of Michigan cap- 
tured a first In the event, Ohio 
State University placed second and 
fourth. 
The next meet which the Splash- 
ers will be participating In will 
be held Nov. 18 at Dennlson Uni- 
versity. Dennlson, Ohio Univer- 
sity, Kent State University, and 
Ohio State University also are 
participating in the meet. 
Sophomore Sally J. Bradshaw 
and Miss Ershlck are the co- 
captalns of the Splashers. Advi- 
sers for the team are Mrs. Jean 
B. Campbell and Mrs. Marilyn 
R. Lyke, Instructors In the physi- 
cal education department. 
Harriers Finish Fifth 
In the Oakland University Invi- 
tational held Saturday, Nov. 4, 
1967, the Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity cross country team placed 
fifth   in the   university  devlslon. 
Western M 1 c h 1 g a n University 
won the devlslon and was followed 
by Michigan State University, the 
University of Michigan, Eastern 
Michigan University, Bowling 
Green, Central Michigan Univer- 
sity, and Toledo Sta'e University. 
Daniel Sekerak was the top mm 
for the Falcons and crossed the 
finish line In 33:16 for seventh 
place. Paul Talklngton was the 
next BGSU runner and took the 
17th position in 33:50. 
Robert Parks finished 25th in 
34:31, and he was followed by Glen 
Eppleston with a 34:33 for the 26th 
spot.   AndNathanel Pantllatearne 
the 37th position in 34:55. 
"Sekerak ran real well.   1 wa 
quite surprised at Talklngton. 
had not com*3eted since Oct. 7 an 
did   very   well,"   praised Coac 
Mel Brodt. 
"It was not a fast meet. Tim 
was no factor because the boy 
had  to run up about  four hill; 
I won't 
go into business when 
I graduate because: 
D a. I'd lose my individuality. □ b. It's graduate school for mc. 
D c. My mother wants me to be a doctor. 
Can't argue with c). but before you check 
a) or b)-pencils up! There have been some 
changes. Drastic changes in the business 
scene. But changes in the vox populi attitude 
regarding business . . . especially on campus 
. just haven't kept pace. 
Take the belabored point that business 
turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run 
most of the nation's successful firms didn't 
arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija 
board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along 
the way. a well-modulated "No" was said. 
And backed up with the savvy and guts to- 
day's business demands. 
In short, individuality is highly prized in 
much of the business world-the successful 
much. Even when the business is big. Like 
Western Electric, the manufacturing and sup- 
ply unit of the Bell System. 
We provide communications equipment for 
our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone 
companies. This takes a lot of thought, deci- 
sions, strong stands for our convictions, (and 
sometimes some mistakes ... we're human 
every 160.000 of us). 
Individuality pays off. Not only in raises, 
bui in personal reward as well. Like an engi- 
neer who knew deep down that there was a 
belter way to make a certain wire connector 
-and did. Or a WE gal who streamlined time- 
consuming office procedures, and saved us 
some $63,000 a year. 
Rewards and accolades. For saying "No." 
For thinking creatively and individually. For 
doing. 
Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you've 
got imagination and individuality—you've got 
il made. With a business like Western Electric. 
We'll even help you answer b) with our Tui- 
tion Refund program. Come on in and go 
for President! 
Western Electric 
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
